
“I don’t see how singing and dancing could be dangerous” Becoming Utopian 

in Utopia Falls – Interrogating a Nano-Utopian Moment in YA TV 

Utopia Falls (2020) is a vastly underdiscussed Canadian sci-fi teen TV show about Afrofuturism, 

youth activism, and eco-awareness written by RT Thorne.1 Set in New Babyl where the state declares 

“we all work in harmony…regardless of your age, background or gender”, young performers selected 

for a prestigious dance competition find a forbidden archive of cultural relics.2 Their exploration of 

music leads to them requesting examples of “people standing up” and “forms of protest”, prompting 

lessons on the civil rights movement and racial segregation. The sounds and movements of a 

rebellious history become embodied into their “subversive” contemporary performances. The young 

performers are “becoming utopian” re-learning the world to imagine it could become radically 

other.3 The centrality of the archive demonstrates how knowing history inspires future change. This 

“refuses the totalising closure” of New Babyl; as this utopia/dystopia falls the open potential of 

utopian change emerges.4 

This paper explores Utopia Falls season one as embodying a potential a nano-utopian moment, 

which may have far-reaching consequences.5 Daniella Broadway notes it “gives us what we’ve been 

waiting far too long for — representation for people of color in [TV] sci-fi.”6 As the self-declared first 

sci-fi hip hop cross-over, it challenges the white-heteronormative-masculine norms of the genre, 

offering a cast that features mostly BIPOC, diverse sexualities, placing women in authority. Utopia 

Falls attempts to represent youth subcultures on television in a way that fundamentally values 

BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ lives.7 It valorises the potentiality of non-violent protest, while also exploring 

physical and structural violences, tackling police brutality, injustice of incarceration, privilege, 

nepotism, infertility, ableism, and precarious bodies in activism. 8 Further, it centres the importance 

of storytelling, and how individual acts of resistance influence collective change.  

Utopia Falls demonstrates the revolutionary potential of the intersection of arts and activism, with 

the explicit agenda of inspiring young people into social justice movements. Despite its relevance to 

teen engagement with Black Lives Matter protests, and School Strikes, season two has Not-Yet been 

announced. However, there is a clear call for its reinstatement in online petitions and teen-activist 

blogs that indicate we should not be ignoring the relevance of Utopia Falls, or its ability to inspire 

future sci-fi shows, as well as its viewers. 9 
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